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Atrisse ToHTML is an easy to
use application that allows
you to convert various text
files to HTML code. The
program is powered by the
most popular document
conversion technology
available today. Just import
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your files into Atrisse
ToHTML and it’s done.
Atrisse ToHTML
converts.rtf,.docm,.docx,.doc,.
wps,.wpd,.mcw,.xls,.pwi,.wk,.
wri into HTML5 code that you
can use for further
application development. Key
Features: Instant conversion.
LiteWeight and simple to use.
Supports saving.HTML
document directly in the
current folder. Easy to use.
High conversion speed.
Supports batch processing



and using command line
arguments. Supports
Windows XP. Supports
Windows Vista. Supports
Windows 7. Supports
Windows 8. Supports
Windows 10. 100% Free.
Related Software: Atrise
HTML Editor is a Windows
application that allows you to
write HTML5 code to add
special features to webpages
and webpages. The program
can convert a single file to
HTML code or a folder of



files. Quick and easy to use.
Atrise HTML Editor
Description: Atrise HTML
Editor is a Windows
application that allows you to
write HTML5 code to add
special features to webpages
and webpages. The program
can convert a single file to
HTML code or a folder of
files. Write awesome features
to your webpages with Atrise
HTML Editor. It's the only
program that allows you to
write HTML5 code without



the use of FTP or Web
hosting. Atrise HTML Editor
is lightweight, has an intuitive
interface and is very easy to
use. The program includes
many useful functions, such
as updating the current
webpage, exporting HTML
code, converting HTML code
to text, adding modules, and
clearing the code. Key
Features: HTML code can be
written to add special
features to webpages. Write
HTML5 code in the easy-to-



use editor. Convert a single
file or a folder of files.
Supports saving.HTML
document directly in the
current folder. Write
awesome features to your
webpages without Web
hosting. Easy to use. Convert
HTML code to text.
Compatible with Windows XP,
Vista, 7, 8 and 10. Related
Software: Atrise HTML
Converter is a powerful and
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Show keystrokes and
highlights an image, insert
menu and keyboard
shortcuts. Screenshot Show
keystrokes and highlights an
image, insert menu and
keyboard shortcuts. The
simplest utility to extract the
image information from a
scanned image file. It creates
a thumbnail image that you
can easily make the changes
and share on the Internet.



KeyMacro functionality is: *
Thumbnail image * Save
image to a folder *
Compatible with all digital
camera and scanners *
Receive a menu to capture an
image * Drag and drop
support * Click to paste *
Lock the position of the image
* Copy the position of the
selected image to the
clipboard * Crop an image *
Apply filters to an image *
Adjust the opacity of the
image * Save a copy of the



image as JPG * Adjust the
color of the image * Convert a
scanned image to a color
photo * Change the resolution
of a scanned image * Adjust
the brightness, contrast and
color of a scanned image *
Adjust the sharpness of a
scanned image * Adjust the
gamma of a scanned image *
Apply a blur effect to an
image * Extract the image
from a PDF file * Stitch the
image * Hide a scanned
image * Combine images *



Merge images * Convert a
scanned image to a JPEG or
PDF * Edit all the important
meta data * Merge images *
Use automatic configuration
settings * Export a scanned
image as a JPEG * Show all
the details of the image *
Show image properties *
Export a scanned image to a
WMV video * Customize the
display of the image * Merge
an image from different
resolution * Set the layout for
the image * Export images



from scanners * Insert image
from clipboard * Insert
scanned image * Save the
image to a folder * Insert
image from webcam * Insert
text into the image * Split an
image into 4 parts * Print an
image * Add an image to an
existing document * Paste
text into an image * Delete
selected image * Show the
image in an image viewer *
Save an image to an existing
file * Update image in an
existing file * Change image



size and position * Show an
image in a list of documents *
Preview an image * Compress
the image * Extract the image
from a video * Detect the
image in a video * Insert
image from a file or URL *
Extract the image
2edc1e01e8
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The program can convert the
source files to HTML5 code,
that you can use for further
application development. The
result is saved in the same
folder as the source, with the
same name, therefore, you
need to be careful not to
overwrite HTML documents
with identical names. The
program can also be
controlled with Command
Line arguments. Multi-



threading architecture Atrise
ToHTML is able to work in
parallel with multi-threading
architecture, which allows it
to convert files much faster.
The text files are read in their
entirety at one time and then
are split into smaller chunks
and converted independently.
Atrise ToHTML is a reliable
utility that allows you to
instantly convert various text
files to HTML format. The
program is lightweight,
features a simplistic interface



and enables you to add files
by dragging and dropping
them onto its interface.
Simplicity and a speedy
process Atrise ToHTML
requires only that you load
the file you wish to convert or
import the entire folder. The
files can be added by simply
dragging and dropping them
onto the program’s small
window or by selecting the
designated function from the
context menu. Given its
simple functionality, the



program does not need a
complex interface. The main
window is small, non-
resizable and displays the
status of the conversion. If
the process takes a longer
time, then it can display a
progression count and the file
that is currently converted.
Otherwise, if you open the
program for the first time, it
simply indicates where you
should drag and drop the
files. Convert text files to
HTML Atrise ToHTML



supports working with text
files, such as *.rtf, *.docm,
*.docx, *.doc, *.wps
(Microsoft Works), *.wpd
(WordPerfect), *mcw, *.xls,
*.pwi, *.wk (supported by
Microsoft Office 2003) or
*.wri (Windows Write)
documents. The program can
convert the source files to
HTML5 code, that you can
use for further application
development. The result is
saved in the same folder as
the source, with the same



name, therefore, you need to
be careful not to overwrite
HTML documents with
identical names. The program
can also be controlled with
Command Line arguments.
Batch file processing Atrise
ToHTML can easily convert a
single file or a batch of
documents. You can select all
the files and load them into
the application or import the
entire folder that contains
them. The unsupported files
are ignored by default;



meanwhile
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System Requirements:

To ensure the best experience
with the game, we
recommend the following:
Minimum OS: Windows
7/8/10 Processor: Intel Core 2
Duo / AMD Athlon X2 or
better Memory: 2 GB RAM
Hard Drive: 10 GB HD space
Graphics: DirectX 10-
compliant video card
Recommended Processor:
Intel Core i5 or better
Memory: 4 GB RAM Hard



Drive: 20 GB HD space
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce
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